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The scientific proof that Gender Solutions’ 
° ° 

Technology is about shape, not size 
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- ee 7 ; _ Mid-box M/L*vs. overall A/P? in men and women? 

Computed tomography research on over 800 female and male distal femurs has clearly demonstrated that the differences are less 

about size — and more about shape’. The female knee has a narrower M/L dimension’, a less pronounced anterior condyle‘ and a signi- 

ficant higher Q-angle* *’. Based on these data, Zimmer has designed the first Gender Solutions Technology for the female knee, to 

compensate for the most important differences between 

women’s and men’s knees. To find out more about sophisti- g’ \ 1 ® 
cated knee solutions, talk to your Zimmer ee one \ ¥ zr ® ; ey U i Or visit www.kneeresults.zimmer.com {wes Gender Solutions 

ee zimmer | Technology 
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